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ARTIST: KILL YOUR BOYFRIEND
TITLE: THE KING IS DEAD
LABEL: Shyrec SHY021
FORMAT: 12" black vinyl + download code postcard
RELEASE DATE: September 29th, 2015
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Tracklisting: 01 Death List n.1 / 02 Alan / 03 Charles / 04 Frank / 05 Jesse / 06 Death List n.2 / 07 Lewis / 08 Neil / 09  
Martin / 10 Rudolph

"The King Is Dead" is the second LP for Kill Your Boyfriend, following the self-titled debut released in 2013 
and a recent and  stunning 10" split with New Candys. The album, produced by Luca Giovanardi (Julie's 
Haircut), was recorded and mixed in the space of one week, wanting to keep a fresh impact and a punkish 
attitude. The two sides of the vinyl are introduced by Death List n.1 and n.2, where Death is a metaphor for 
loss, and all kind of emotions, feelings of displacement , psychological distrurbances and social alienation 
associated with it.  It's the music itself conveying this restless sense of unease, through a post punk attitude, 
tinged with wave and shoegaze, hitting straight at your nerves.

KYB are not the kind of band you can listen to absent-mindedly, for their visceral rhythms and unexpected 
deviations are going to 'cause noise attacks at your thoughts, your moods and your body too, dragging you 
into an hypnotic warp of primordial tribal dances.  
Already familiar with stages all over Europe, they're currently planning to bring their sound from their native 
Treviso (North East of Italy)  to every possible corner of the continent from Spring 2016.

Credits:
Kill Your Boyfriend are Matteo Scarpa and Antonio Angeli
Luca Giovanardi plays piano and synths on tracks 2, 4, and 9
Roberto Durante plays keyboards on tracks 2, 3, 4, and 10
Vittorio Demarin plays viola on tracks 5 and 9
Giulio Medusa plays sax on track 5
All songs written by Kill Your Boyfriend
Produced by Kill Your Boyfriend and Luca Giovanardi
Recorded by Gabriele Riccioni and Alberto De Grandis
Mixed by Gabriele Riccioni at Bunker Studio, Rubiera (Italy)
Mastered by Davide Barbi
Artwork by Marta Muschietti
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